
1001 Hill Street . Durant, OK 74701
420 Downing Street . Denver, CO 80218

p: 323.963.3193   e: admin@schoolofcriticalengagement.org

February 3, 2014

Dear Chris,

Per our discussion Friday, January 24, 2014 at the Denver Housing Authority office, we present School of Critical 
Engagement and Radian’s proposal for Phase 1: Seed Planting in collaboration with Denver Housing Authority 
real estate development initiative in Sun Valley, Denver, Colorado. We are addressing two focus areas: SoCE 
directs national assimilation; Radian manages the hyper-local. We will collaboratively bring both scales into one 
connection point in Sun Valley, driven first, by the residents and stakeholders of the community, while supporting 
the community through SoCE national connections and expertise.

Our work is positioned within the four objectives of the Decatur-Holden Master Plan--celebration, connectivity, 
innovation, and health. 

Our proposal addresses the initiatives that can be established to inaugurate a culturally-vibrant, 
ecologically-sound, inclusivity based by applying proven methods that challenge traditional top-down city 
planning.  Our work initializes the possibilities of a recognized urban revitalization project that establishes 
global precedents and gives hope that change is necessary, applicable, and immediate. 

This is not just our future but a present reality.

Highlighted in this letter are details of our proposed deliverables for a multi-phased project: 
Phase I; start-up phase that would span February 1 through December 31, 2014.This phase would include 
the implementation of the Youth Engagement project by Radian and the Bike Construction/Inaugural Open City 
Market by SoCE. Phase II building towards the future, will commence on August 1, 2014 to correspond with 
scheduled activities this summer and fall, establish more permanent elements (soft and hard architecture) and 
establish programming in the neighborhood. During the Phase II, our intent is to bring in additional expertise to 
support and expand the work completed in Phase I. By the end of the year, we propose to lay the foundations 
for establishing a creative industries hub in Sun Valley. This hub will contribute to the real estate development 
process and enhance the lives of the residents through local, national  and international efforts.

We look forward to a further discussion of the details in this proposal.  Our network, team and like-minded 
leaders are ready to come to the table, literally. Thank you for this opportunity.

Sincerely Yours,

Rori Knudtson    Yael Nyholm
Executive Director   Executive Director
School of Critical Engagement  Radian
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PHASE 1: SEED PLANTING [February 1 to December 31, 2014]

[A] MAPPING [April 2014, ongoing]
 The neighborhood of Sun Valley has played a particular role in the history of the city: as its compost
 mound and dump, as its lung and food storage, as its community of low-income international 
 residents; and now ever more as its burgeoning center of creativity, mobility, energy, and nature.   
 Sun Valley is in transition. We look at Sun Valley as a zone, where a multitude of actors work to
 shape the future. 
 
 Three mapping workshops will take place in 2014, where we will entangle with the ecosystems,  
 streams, and habitats of the Sun Valley neighborhood, enabling us to identify trigger points and  
 crucial areas to explore in the summer with Sun Valley youth during the Youth Led Built 
 Environment Assessment [See Section D]. Through this project, we will build bridges and connect 
 across disciplines, interests, initiatives, and people. We will bring the Platte River, the existing 
 gardens, open spaces, the entrepreneurs, the artists, real estate developers, and researchers 
 together. We will do this through three interventions, allowing for the discovery, through seeing and 
 creating, of the matters of the neighborhood, and  inviting Sun Valley to find and create itself.
 
 THE METHOD The project acts through   
 three interventions in 2014:

 [A1] PHASE 1 [April 2014]
 A mapping workshop on April 24th-25th,  
 where we will entangle with the 
 ecosystems, streams, and habitats of 
 the neighborhood, enabling us to identify 
 trigger points and crucial areas to explore 
 in the next phase.

 [A2] PHASE 2 [Summer 2014]
 9 transects: explorations, in particular 
 areas of the neighborhood, that will engage 
 us in the question of the ecology; with maps at hand and investing hatfuls of creative and knowing 
 skills, in early June, late August, and mid-September in collaboration with the Youth Led Built 
 Environment Assessment.

 For the mapping workshop, we will draw in experts (spurse, who has worked in Denver in the past 
 during Dialog City during the 2008 Democratic National Convention) and students on mapping and   
 eco-systems (cultural, biological, social, etc); as well as draw on popular knowledge. The    
 transects will include artists, anthropologists, more citizens, innovators, land owners,and users   
 of the territories.
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 [A3] PHASE 3 [Autumn 2014]
 A creative summit, on October 24th-25th, where we will draw the   
 knowledge and foundations from the two first phases and forge new  
 alliances and new project propositions, for the Sun Valley of the future,  
 in the city of the future.
 http://www.spurse.org/
 
[B] BIKE BUILDING & OPEN CITY MARKET [May 2014, ongoing]
 SoCE will work with residents and local Denver bike non-profits, i.e.  
 The Bike Workshop, in building cargo bikes to move materials, 
 gardening supplies and produce, and people throughout Sun Valley 
 and beyond. We are also proposing building a bike workshop with 
 Sun Valley residents and local Denver participants as well as the 
 creation of an Open City system to accommodate an inaugural Sun  
 Valley international market late summer and early autumn.  
  
 Proposed below are three scenarios.

 [B1] SCENARIO 1 [XYZ Framespace Bike workshop] 
 Small version. A workshop making cargo bikes with the community.  
 Each family will have their own cargo bicycle to move materials,
 food and themselves.
 
 [B2] SCENARIO 2 
 [XYZ Bike workshop and permanent facility development]
 Mid-range: setting up an operable bike workshop, retrofitting bikes 
 and producing cargo bikes to gear up for a possible market this 
 summer to coincide with Radian Resource with the youth. Occupancy  
 of the DHA warehouse on Lower Colfax.

 [B3] SCENARIO 3 
 [Bike Workshop,Facility development and XYZ Open City Market]
 Full-on, bike workshop and the Open City framework to be set up late  
 summer to begin to sell produce and products under the Colfax bridge  
 underpass. Occupancy of DHA warehouse on Lower Colfax.

[C] GARDENING INFRASTRUCTURE
 Generating ideas to understand what the community needs are and  
 integrate this better into DHA’s objectives, nodding to the past and  
 existing programs but to catalyze this future movement. We will be  
 building upon the youth findings during the summer and bringing in a 
 consultant that will be able to work with the community providing the  
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 input/overlay with the residents’ needs and future opportunities. Beginning coordination with a   
 unified effort towards inclusive and connected community gardens to manifest in Sun Valley’s first  
 international market, late summer through the autumn 2014. Includes collaborations with 
 EarthLinks, Glenn Harper, Fairview DUG, Sun Valley Youth Center, Sustainbility Park, etc. 

[D] SEMI-PERMANENT ARCHITECTURE [Summer 2014, 2015] 
 RESOURCES-YOUTH-LED BUILT ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT PROJECT
 Create a 10-week program that engages youth from 2nd to 8th grade around 3 major topics; 
 Connectivity, Recreation and Urban Gardening. The youth experience an in-depth learning and 
 documentation of their study and findings on these topics. Youth students will develop and    
 execute a project. We will work intimately with the Sun Valley Youth Center.

 XYZ OPEN CITY
 We will fabricate the beginning infrastructure of a temporary open-grid system that can 
 accommodate Sun Valley’s first food market and a play and leisure spaces for adults and 
 children under the Lower Colfax bridge. This development will coincide with the Bicycle Building.

 NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN COMPETITION
 Creation of a City (national) design competition dedicated to linking the neighborhood “edges” 
 through physical elements.

[E] FILMMAKING AND DOCUMENTATION
 A critical component of community development is the documentation of ongoing efforts and 
 subsequent use of audio/visual storytelling for the creation of media-based art projects and 
 documentaries to raise awareness and assist in cultural outreach and fundraising efforts. 
 UNCSA Professor and Filmmaker Patrick Read Johnson has spearheaded major fundraising   
 efforts for everything from school expansion tax initiatives to multi-million dollar restorations of   
 historic theaters by utilizing the tremendous persuasive power of film and video. Mr. Johnson will   
 work with local filmmakers and an extensive network of concerned professionals to realize the   
 constantly growing visual narrative of an ever-evolving community. Mr. Johnson has a relationship   
 with the Denver Film Society and Kunsmiller Creative Arts Academy. 
 http://www.denverfilm.org/filmcenter/detail.aspx?id=26165

 [MARCH 20-22] Three-day workshop with Director, Open Media Foundation, Denver Film Society,   
 Fairview Elementary and Kunsmiller Creative Arts Academy. Organizing for April.
  
 [APRIL 24-26] Three-day workshop to coincide with Phase 1 Mapping. Organizing long-term 
 participants and setting up the strategy and methods for working between organizations,    
 institutes and the director over the summer.
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 [SUMMER 2014] Week-long workshop to review footage and begin documenting the Youth Led  
 Built Environment Assessment and Bike Building and Open City Development.

 More activities to begin with Phase 2 Development.

[F] FABRICATION LAB/MAKER SPACE EVOLUTION
 We propose conducting the necessary research and initiating fundraising for locating and 
 establishing a community-developed maker and fabrication lab. This will include space for Sun  
 Valley residents, stakeholders and members outside of the neighborhood to access computer and  
 industrial technology. It will serve to embed the potentials of a creative industries incubator, product 
 development and entrepreneurial education and outreach. 
 
 This initial development will be lead by Dan Raffin, artist and former Associate Professor of Art at  
 Colorado College, with a deep and broad background in 3D arts (design, sculpture, installation)  
 and computer-based arts (video, digital imaging, interactivity and physical computing) and 
 DIY/Maker Spaces.

 We will also work in tandem with Westbrook Development Partners, owners of Prism Workspaces  
 which houses Club Workshop on the other side of I-25 from Sun Valley.  
 http://www.prismworkspaces.com/
 
[G] INTERNATIONAL ART & ARCHITECT RESIDENCY
 We will be working with Laura Cowperthwaite, Thriving Artist Alliance, towards the purchase and  
 renovation of property for an international art and architecture residency space, modeled after  
 Living Copenhagen (http://livingcopenhagen.org). We will be raising funds towards this effort but  
 would like to plant the seed to begin the process now. 

[H] TECHNOLOGY AND MOBILE DEVICE R & D
 We will establish a mobile technology platform that will enhance mapping and architectural 
 investigations, designs ad realizations utilizing smartphones, ipads, etc. We will be raising funds  
 towards this initiative. Eric Miller of patternleaf will spearhead efforts. With a BS from Stanford and  
 M.Arch from CU Denver, he is trained as an architect, designer, and computer scientist, working  
 primarily in the software, web, and startup space for almost 15 years. He is former faculty at the  
 University of Colorado, and has particular interest in ambient connectivity, physical computing, 
 and interactive installation.

[I] CONSULTATION AND NATIONAL NETWORKING
 SoCE will continue to nurture current relationships that are relevant to the Sun Valley initiative and  
 evolve future collaboration, expanding on the work of 2014. SoCE will also work in a consultancy  
 capacity to mitigate the activities on the ground, the DHA and Sun Valley Master Plan objectives  
 and the relevance and contribution to the national arena. We intend to cultivate new ideas and  
 weave them into the overall initiative as they emerge, and where applicable.

http://livingcopenahgen.org
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 [J] PR/MARKETING
 We will be launching a website, branding and identity materials, and social media mechanisms as  
 well as writing articles and press releases to give greater visibilty and attention to positive change  
 that is occuring in process in Sun Valley. We will be bringing on a part-time publicist, Katrina 
 Weidknecht, who is a recent New York transplant to Denver. She brings 15 years of art and 
 architecture PR and Marketing at an impressive national and international capacity. She is the  
 former Executive Director of Publicity for Abrams Publishing. 

[K] OTHER OVERHEAD
 Noted on Budget. 

PHASE 2 DEVELOPMENT
 Collect data and research from Phase 1: Seed Planting and develop the next steps for a longer-term 
 Phase 2. Follow up on all projects and determined what will continue and how and what could and should  
 be added for future programming and physical development. 


